
GEOPHYSICAL ASSESSMENT REPORT 

ELVA LAKE 1-74 

NTS 52G-14

LOCATION

RECEIVED

SEP 8 1975

PROJECTS UNIT

This report covers 99 contiguous, unpatented mining claims 
in the Penassi Lake Area (M-2257), Patricia Mining Division, 
Province of Ontario. The claim group is bounded by Elva Lake 
to the south, Abitibi's Block 8 to the west, Boundary Lake to 
the north and Provincial Highway 599 to the east. The centre 
of the claim block is 40 miles (66.7 km.)northeast of Ignace.

The claim numbers are as follows: 
362492PA 

PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA

362493
362494
362495
362496
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s

PA 405767 v
PA 405768 '
PA 405769 '
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PA 421523 '
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405758
405759
405760
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PA 421526 -
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PA 421530 *'
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PA 421533 -
PA 421534 v
PA 421535
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PA 421537 '
PA 421538 '''

PA 421564 -
PA 421565 t-
PA 421566 -
PA 421567 -.
PA 421568 -
PA 421569'
PA 421570'
PA 421571'
PA 421572 "
PA 421573 y
PA 421574 '
PA 421575 '
PA 421576 '
PA 421577 -

PA
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
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405761
405762
405763
405764
405765
405766

Q 
Q

PA 432782
PA 432783 ,,
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PA 432787 -
PA 432788
PA 432789 '
PA 432790 -
PA 432791 j
PA 432792
PA 432793
PA 432794
PA 432795
PA 432796 :
PA 432797 ,
PA 432798 .
PA 432799 .
PA 432800 :
PA 432801
PA 432802
PA 432803

PA 362498
PA 362499
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ACCESS

The Elva Lake property can be reached via Provincial Highway 

599 and by either using Elva Lake, a drill road from Ethlouise 
Lake, or by using an Abitibi Pulp i. Paper logging road ten 
miles (16.7 km.) north of O'Brien's Landing. This road leads 
to Shiny Lake which provides access to the northwest portion of 
the property.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The claim group is part of a large east-west striking 
mafic-intermediate sequence of volcanic and sedimentary rocks 
with local felsic sequences. The sedimentary units are de 
rived from the volcanic rocks and occur locally as greywackes, 
argillites and iron formations.

The rocks have undergone low to medium grade regional 
metamorphism and are foliated and sheared.

(Refer to geological report by T. Stirbys Noranda Exploration 
Company, Limited, 1975).

LINECUTTING

The large size of the property and the fact that smaller 
claim groups were added to the original property necessitated 
that the linecutting be done in several stages. Because of this, 
six east-west baselines were cut totaling 8.8 miles (14.7 km.). 
North-south wing lines 400 ft (121 m.) apart were then cut with 
picketted stations every 100 ft. (30m.) and they total 75.1 
miles (125.2 km.). All linework was completed by Jean Alix 
Company Limited of Val d'Or Quebec.

ELECTROMAGNETIC AND MAGNETIC SURVEYS 

PURPOSE

To determine whether there is any significant sulphide 

mineralization.

COMPANY CONDUCTING THE SURVEY

Geophysical operators employed by Noranda Exploration Company,



Limited did the survey under the supervision of Douglas R. Eaton, 

Geophysicist, who planned and is responsible for the survey.

INSTRUMENTS AND SENSITIVITY (GEM)

The Electromagnetic Survey was carried out using the Crone 
Electromagnetic Unit (GEM). This unit is manufactured by Crone 
Geophysics Limited.

The survey data is obtained by a two man crew. Each man 
is equipped with a coil capable of receiving and transmitting, 

and a power supply of three 6 volt batteries. The crew uses 
the "horizontal shootback E.M." method of surveying. One man 

transmits while the other man receives, and then the procedure 

is reversed at the same station. The coil operates at frequencies 
of 5010 Hz., 1830 Hz., and 390 Hz.

The magnetic field {primary field) caused by an alternating 

current in the transmitting coil induces an alternating current 
into any conductive medium within the range of the magnetic field. 

The conductive medium emits its own magnetic field (secondary 

field), and the combination of these two fields (primary and 

secondary) produces a resultant magnetic field. When the plane 
of the receiving coil is positioned in the direction of the 

resultant field, there is a minimal amount of current induced 

into the coil, and there is a minimum indication on the field 
strength meter set within the receiving coil. The dip angle is 

read from the clinometer when the receiving coil is in this 

position. After the two men have reversed this procedure and they 
each have taken a reading at the same location, the readings are 

added together to obtain a resultant dip angle. When the readings 

cancel each other out and the resultant dip angle is zero, then 

there is not any subsurface conductivity. But when the resultant 

dip angle is  5 or greater then an anomaly exists and detailed 

readings are taken. A detailed survey necessitates readings on 

at least two different frequencies.

This shootback method helps to eliminate effects due to topo 

graphical relief and coil misorientation. The transmitting and



receiving coils are 300' apart and the readings are always plot 
ted midway between the coils.

MAGNETIC SURVEY

The magnetometer survey was conducted at the same time as 

the E.M. with equally qualified personnel using a McPhar Fluxgate 

Magnetometer.

The same grid was used with readings every 100 feet, this 
being reduced to 50 foot readings over anomalous areas.

The idea of the survey was to give additional information 

to the E.M. survey.

VERTIFAL LOOP

To gain additional information a second electromagnetic 

survey was carried out using a vertical loop unit. This unit is 
also manufactured by Crone Geophysics Limited.

The survey utilizes a transmitting coil which is hung from 

a mast in a vertical plane and a receiving or search coil. An 

alternating current is passed through the transmitting coil 

producing an alternating magnetic field {primary field). If a 

conducting mass is near the coil a current is induced in the 

mass and the induced current will create its own magnetic field 
(secondary field) . The secondary field distorts the primary 

field and the distortion is measured by the receiving coil in 

terras of dip angles. The receiving coil is similar to the GEM 
unit already discussed.

A total of 3720 GEM readings, 528 vertical loop readings, 

and 5965 magnetometer readings were taken.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are ten interesting areas existing on this property 

and they have been labelled A through J for ease of reference.

Area A

This area is characterized by a distinct, moderately strong 

conductor and extremely high magnetic gradients. The geological 
survey found this zone to be a quartz-magnetite iron formation 

with minor amounts of oxidized pyrite and pyrrhotite. The unit
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iKiv is also found on the south shore of Elva Lake and has been drilled 

by Chimo Mines Ltd.

It is a low priority area.

Area B
w w This zone was weakly detected by CEM on lines 60 and 64

W and extended to line 56 with the vertical loop. It is moderately

conductive and the profiles suggest a deep conductor whose top 

is probably around 100 feet (30m.) below surface.
An attractive magnetic closure is associated with the 

conductor and its peak is 1300 gammas above background values. 

No outcrop was located in the anomalous area and therefore the 
conductor has not been explained geologically, nor has the con 
ductor been tested by diamond drilling.

It is definitely a high priority area.

Area C

W This highly conductive area exists from line 120 to line
W 56 and is open to the west. The zone is characterized by its

uniform conductivity and its sporadic magnetic association. In 
the author's opinion, it has been sufficiently tested with 

diamond drilling by Spooner Mines and Oils Limited in 1972. Pyrite 

and pyrrhotite was found to be the conductive source and no further 
work can be recommended in this area.

Area D

W This small conductive zone was detected on line 72 with the
CEM and was interpretted to be isolated from the nearby iron 

formation. Because of this the vertical loop was employed to 

determine its extent and relationship to the larger conductor. 
The electromagnetic and magnetic data suggest that conductor D 

is a small stringer of probably pyrrhotite extending from Area C. 

Although untested, its small size and association with Area 

C would indicate Area D to be a low priority zone.

Area E

This zone is similar -to:Area D in that it is small, (strike 

length about 180m.) and has a close proximity to Area C. The 

vertical loop survey did suggest, however, that conductor E is



separate from C and may warrant further work. The rock type on 

this conductor has been mapped as a mafic porphyritic flow. 
Area E is a medium priority zone.' - '- '

Area F

This zone was detected over lines 112 , 116W , and 120W and 
has a good magnetic association. The top of the conductor appears 
to be approximately 100 feet (30m.) below surface and occurs 
about a granitic-mafic volcanic contact in a gossan zone.

Although only pyrite, pyrrhotite and magnetite were found 
on surface this previously untested conductor could be an in 
teresting one. It would have a medium to high priority.

Area G

This conductor appears to be also associated with the 
granite-mafic volcanic contact and it possesses similar geophysical 

properties to those of Area F. Its strike length is longer 
however, and it is open to the northeast.

Area G is untested and has a medium priority.

Area H

This zone is moderately conductive but is hard to follow, 
due probably to conductive lake sediments affecting the high 

frequency GEM readings. There is a moderate magnetic association 
occurring with the conductor which has been mapped as occurring 
in mafic volcanic flows.

Mattagami Lake Mines Limited drilled this zone in 1970 and 
the conductor has been satisfactorily explained.

Area I

Lying 1000 feet (300m.) to the south of Area H, this con 
ductor was traced over 400 feet (120m.) and has no magnetic 
correlation. It occurs in a mafic metavolcanic unit and is ap 

parently untested.
Its small size and unfavorable geological environment, 

would not justify further work and it would have a low to medium 

priority.
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Area J

Nearby powerlines along the Sac Bay Road made our electro 

magnetic surveys almost pointless. A conductor has been indicated 
200 feet (60m) to the south of the road but its positioning is 
questionable. The magnetics are flat in this area and do not 
clarify the picture. Assessment records show a conductor to exist 
in this area but the cultural interference makes it difficult to 
extract meaningful information from the data. In any event, 
Chimo Gold Mines Limited has drilled this conductor'in 1970 and 
no further work can be recommended for this area.

It should be mentioned that the electromagnetic survey was 
terminated in areas where it was found that cultural noise became 

excessive, notably along Sac Bay Road and Provincial Highway 599.

RECOMMENDATIONS S, CONCLUSIONS

The geophysical surveys completed on this property confirmed 
several previously detected and tested electromagnetic anomalies 
but also succeeded in locating several interesting and unworked 
conductors. The most interesting of these is in Area B and a drill 
program is recommended .to test this conductor. Anomalies E, F and 
G are also intriguing and should also be considered as potential 
drill targets.

Respectfully submitted by,

Douglas R. Eaton, 
Field Geophysicist, 
Northwestern Ontario Division, 
August 29, 1975.
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Ontario

900 F Natural Resources
File.

- utOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survcy(s) ELECTROMAGNETIC S MAGNETIC 

Township or Area.—-———...————.—.—..————.—.
Claim Holder(g) NORANDA EXPLORATION COMPANY, LIMITED

Survey Company-———-——--—..-—.-——....—--....M.—.——.
Author qf Report DOUGLAS R. EATON-——————————.
Address of Amhnr 253 Lincoln Street, Thunder Bay 
Covering Dates of Survey NOV. 3/74 - AUG. 10/75

((incoming to office)

Total Miles of Line Cut.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical 
— Electromagnetic-
—Magnetometer
— Radiomrlric.
-Other,
fipnlngiral.

Ornrhrrnin*!

DAYS 
per claim

40
20

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision crediu do not apply to airborne turveyi)

Magnetometer. -Electromagnetic. .Radiometric
(enter dayi per claim)

DATR; AUG. 28/75 SIGNATURE:.
Author of Report or Agent

Res. Geol.. Qualification* S'

Previous Surveys 
File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

{prefix) (number)

PA 362494 PA 403111

PA.....3.6248.6.................P.A......4..9.3..U3

PA.....3.62.4.8.V..................................
.P.A......4.0.4.9.5.9

PA 405769 PA 421520

P.A....405770................PA.....42.1.5..2.1

PA..J.P.5..7.77..........

PA....4..P.5.7.7.9.........

PA 405780 '

PA !*P5.75j'••••••••nAti**o* iti*4i*i**i

,.......PA.:...1057.5.;
,,,,...P.A.....1P.5.7.6.

TOTAL CLAIMS^J9L



^V; ; 4 - GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS — If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Stations 4961
Station interval 100' for recon. , 5 0* detail 

l" - 4 O0 (GEM), 1"20O (VLEM)

3720 GEM, 5965 MAG. 
.Number of Readings52J—VL—
.Line spacing 400 '————-———

Profile
Contour interval -.(L 1200, 1500, 2QOP, 3000, 4000 isogams

O

S"Z
c

Instrument McPHAR M-700 FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

Accuracy — Scale constant 15 gammas
Diurnal correction methndCheck stations at intersection..of winglines S baselines 
Base Station check-in interval (hou™) 12 hours maximum_________________________________

Basq Station location and value 00 baseline 56E - 1000 gammas 
________________L8E, 93N - 825 gammas_______

o

Z
o

S

Instrument. CRONE ELECTROMAGNETIC UNIT; CRONE VERTICAL LOOP UNIT 

Coil configuration Hnri znnhal Shnnfihflnk Method; Verhin.iJ T.onp Tranarni f. 
Coil separation PF.M - ^nn' f VprHoal T.onp - 400' fn 1200' 

Accuracy—iii 

Method: D Fixed transmitter CD Shoot back CD I n line O Parallel line
1830 Hz; 390 Hz (GEM) and (VLB )____________________ ———..—.

(specify vTt.F. nation)

Parameters measured. Resultant of primary, t. secondary fields in terms of dip angles.

b

01

Instrument.

Scale constant 
Corrections

Base station value and location .

Elevation accuracy.

Z

h

Q tt

C

Instrument ,——,,——..™—- 
Method Q Time Domain 

Parameters — On time .—.— 

- Off time ——

— Delay time ___

— Integration time.

Power..

Electrode array— 
Electrode spacing . 

Type of electrode .

D Frequency Domain 

_ Frc(|iicncy ———.. —-

——— I'vrtllgC.
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421525
421526
421527 
421528
421529
421530
421531 
421532 
421533 
421534 
421535 
421536 
421537
421538

421564
421565
421566
421567
421568
421569
421570
421571
421572
421573
421574
421575
421576 
421577

PA
PA
PA 
PA
PA
PA
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA
PA 
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA

PA 
PA

' .

405761
405762
405763 
405764
405765
405766
432782 
432783 
432784 
432785 
432786 
432787
432788 
432789
432790
432791
432792
432793
432794
432795
432796
432797
432798
432799
432800
432801
432802
432803

362498 
362499
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Ministry of :v^'.
Natural
Resources

stands
Administration 
Branch

projects Technical Assessment
UnU -

Work Credits
REVISED STATEMENT

2.1904

ftt
i

Recorded Holder
iy^ ".
Township or Area

Noranda Exploration Compnny Limited

Penassi Lake

Type of survey and number ol 
Assessment days credit per claim

Geophysical
. Electromagnetic 

Magnetometer — 

Radiometric ——

20

Induced polarization , 

Section 86 (18) .^

Geological ,—.—.

.______ days 

_____days 

______ days 

______days 

______ days 

______ days

Geochemical. . days

Man days LJ 

Special provision c]

Airborne LJ 

Ground 2)

Notice of Intent to be issued:

DJ Credits have been reduced because ol partial 
coverage of claims.

|~] Credits have been reduced because of corrections 
to work dales and figures ol applicant.

Q No credits have been allowed for the following 
mining claims as they were not sufficiently 
covered by Ihe survey:

___ Pa. 421538————-————— 

421570 - 71

Mining Claims

Pa. 362492 to 99 inclusive 

403111 -12-13 

404859

405758 to 78 inclusive 

405780 

421519

421522 to 24 inclusive 

421526 to 37 

421564 to 69 

421572 to 77 

432782 to 803

NOTE! The following mining claims were only partly 

traversed therefore these four claims are 

allowed only 10 days assessment credits each

Pa. 405779, 421520 - 21-25

j: The Mining Recorder may reduce Ihe above credits if necessary in order lhal Ihe total numbr-r ol approved assessment day. rer.or'lo'l o-' 
reach C laim does not exceed the maximum allowed as follows: Geophysical — 80; Geological — 40; Goochemical--40;



Ontario

Ministry of 
Natural
Resources

April 21, 1976

Mr. H. L. Bell
Mining Recorder
Ministry of Natural Resources
P.O. Box 669
Court House
Sioux Lookout, Ontario
POV 2TO

Our file number 2 

Your (ile number

Dear Sir:

Re: Mining Claims Pa. 362492 et al, Penassi Lake Area, 
File 2.1904____________________________

The Geophysical (Electromagnetic i Magnetometer) assessment 
work credits as listed with revised statement and letter of 
March 22, 1976, have been approved as of the above date.

Please inform the recorded holder of these mining claims 
and so indicate on your records.

Yours very truly,

J. R. McCinn
Director
Lands Administration Branch

Whitney Block, Room 1617
Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1X1
Phone: 416-965-6918

DN/mw

cc: Noranda Exploration Co. Ltd. 
Toronto, Ontario

cc: Noranda Exploration Co. Ltd, 
Thunder Bay, Ontario 
Attn: Mr. Douglas R. Eaton

cc: Resident Geologist
Sioux Lookout, Ontario

KIO'JX
...l
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SEE MAPS:
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Crone E lectromognetic Unit (C.E.M-)
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Horizontal
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Chiefs coif to Wot-th

Mid- point

Instrument

Readings

Method

Coil Spacing

Coil Con4iaun*tion
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(w) Field strength 2a 
F.VIcl Strength 4o 

Strength 6O

M. F (isao He)

L, F. (390 H*)

3ISO M-F. only ; 54o

; January 3 1 - Febi-wori-j 5 ,

June 18- 25, f 975 
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axial trend 

Inferred axial trend 
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(M) Field Strength 
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